INAUGURAL ARTHUR ARNOLD DISTINGUISHED LECTURE
“Hurdling over sex: Sport, science, and equity”

Eric Vilain, MD, PhD
Children’s National Medical Center

OSSD CAPSTONE SPEAKER
“The gender binary in nature, across human cultures, and in the Bible”

Joan Roughgarden, PhD
Stanford University

IGM CAPSTONE SPEAKER
“Sex and gender matter in diabesity: From pathophysiology to prevention and personalized therapy”

Alexandra Kautzky-Willer, MD
Medical University of Vienna

February 1:
Travel Award and Elizabeth Young New Investigator Award Applications/Abstracts DUE
NIH ORWH Science Policy Scholar Travel Award Applications DUE

March 5:
Final Abstracts DUE (poster/presentations)

April 8:
Early Bird Registration rate (for members) ENDS

May 5-8:
2019 Conference Dates